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Requirements - the Drupal way! 







The same thing keeps happening 
•  Client provides requirements 
•  Vendor delivers feature 
•  Client is not happy 



Easy! There's a 
module for that. 

We need to integrate 
with Brightcove for 

video. 



Great! So where do we put the player 
IDs for pre-roll ad targeting? 



Something isn't working. 







? 





Client provides requirement: 
Publishers must be able to 
quickly and easily revert 

changes to all pages. 

We can do 
that but... 



Did you mean: 
Publishers must be able to 

quickly and easily revert changes 
to all pages content. 

Because that's 
actually how it works 

in Drupal. 



Publishers must be able to 
quickly and easily revert 
changes to all content. 



You can build almost 
anything in Drupal - but 
that doesn't mean you 

should! 



content revisions = easy 

page revisions = hard 



Empower your clients 
with Drupal knowledge 

http://buytaert.net/drupal-book-shelf-2009 
 



It's a collaboration, so 
budget for it 



Inception phase 

Discovery 

Workshops 

Consultations 

Interviews 

Feedback forms 

Kick-off meeting 



http://www.romanpichler.com/blog/roles/one-page-product-owner/ 





The Drupal advantage: 
prototypes, iterations and 

demos 







We suggested: 
Start with 'link' content type, 

Linkchecker module, LinkIt module 

Simple to implement and ticks most 
of the boxes 



In the end: 
Met the goal of eliminating broken 

links, without too much complexity 



You've got experts, so 
talk to them 





Does technical approach 
match client vision? 



Ignore content editors at 
your own peril 



It's a CMS. 
Implementation matters. 





We thought: 
Panels page using views, 

blocks and beans was the 
most efficient solution, and 

that's what we delivered. 



They thought: 
Why isn't it a node? How 

do we manage it? Does it fit 
into the content hierarchy? 
How can we track revisions?  



In the end: 
We rebuilt it as a node. 



What's the 
best way to 
manage it? 

What's the 
best way to 

build it? 



What questions should 
you ask? 





A few different options... 
•  Field on each node 

o  Simple to implement, a lot of content to 
manage and potential duplication 

•  One per section using context 
o  Slightly more complex dev, less content to 

manage, but less flexibility 

•  Field on each node but inherits if empty 
o  Even more complex dev but less work to 

manage, and more flexibility 

•  Block visibility settings 
o  Simplest to implement, more complex to 

maintain, most flexibility 



What works best for the client? 

•  Team size? 
•  Technical ability? 
•  Familiarity with Drupal? 
•  Legacy CMS? 
•  Versioning? 
•  Ongoing maintenance implications? 



In the end: 
Small tech-savvy, team wanted 

the most flexibility with the least 
effort. Beans with block visibility 

settings did the job. 



I don't see why we would 
change anything at this 

point 
 

Client X 





:) 



Questions? 



Feedback please 
http://sydney2013.drupal.org/node/943 

Contact 
pam@previousnext.com.au 


